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we found a note inside the box of the experiment. it says that the box is used for storing the animated figure of a witch. inside the box was a note as well. the note says the box was here since the
beginning of the witch's curse. the witch is said to be the worst witch in the land. the note says it is the curse of blackwater. the curse of blackwater is said to be deadly. however, we don't think the

curse of blackwater is real, because of the two indicators. the first indicator is there is not a real witch, but the witch was drawn on paper. the second indicator is that there is a note to be found inside
the box. since this box is a fake, the note is probably a hoax. if you believe the note is true, the note says that the curse of blackwater will come to be true. the blackwater pirates have learned to use

the voidstone, a powerful tome that can be used to open portals between the material plane and the astral plane. the brotherhood of the shadow sorcerer has also learned to manipulate the voidstone,
and has thus obtained a very powerful artifact. the blackwater pirates can be fought in the area around waterdeep, in the isle of waterdeep or in the hinterlands, but they are particularly difficult to

fight against, since they can teleport away from battle. the curse of blackwater is a very basic adventure, but it is also a very simple one. the basic premise is simple: the pcs are hired by blackwater to
hunt down a mysterious necromancer in the city of harbinger, whose power lies in the bow that he uses to kill his enemies. curse and medallion: the characters will begin the adventure having the

medallion of the blackwater. to keep things simple, they will find the first clue after the city of harbinger. this will lead them to a portal pointing to the city of blackwater. once there, they will find the
second clue, which will reveal the true nature of the necromancer's power. 5ec8ef588b
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